Does the international refugee system continue to serve us? Founded in 1951, the United Nations Refugee Convention was a promising document meant to protect the most vulnerable. With protracted refugee situations on the rise and many nations resisting the legitimacy of the international order, can we continue to rely on the current international refugee system to meet the protection needs of refugees? This talk will focus on the case study of Calais, France.

WARDA SHAZADI MEIGHEN is an immigration and refugee lawyer and an adjunct professor of refugee law at the University of Toronto Faculty of Law. Previously, Warda worked as a corporate lawyer at Shearman and Sterling in New York and as an attorney at the United Nations International Criminal Tribunal for the Rwandan genocide in Arusha. She obtained her undergraduate and law degrees at the University of Toronto and her graduate degree at the University of Oxford. Warda is Chair of the International Justice Circle at Human Rights Watch Canada.
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